Sponsorship Opportunities

2022 AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference,
Charlotte, North Carolina, August 7-11 2022

Full-day sponsorship: $3000

- Brochures and merchandize provided by company are handed out at registration desk, conference rooms, tables
- Signage provided by company is displayed in conference venue
- Video/slide provided by company are displayed in conference rooms before each session and during breaks
- Logo, contact, and description of the company is added to conference website
- Any of this material can be used to attract students and talent for potential recruitment by providing contact information

Reception sponsorship: $5000

- Brief comments and company introduction at Gala dinner and Awards ceremony (offsite event on Tuesday)
- Brochures and merchandize provided by company are handed out during the three receptions on Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday
- Signage provided by company is displayed during the receptions on Sunday and Wednesday
- Video/slide provided by company are displayed in conference room before the Brouwer plenary lecture
- Logo, contact, and description of the company is added to conference website
- Any of this material can be used to attract students and talent for potential recruitment by providing contact information

If interested, please contact the general chair Simone D’Amico at damicos@stanford.edu